Due to a lot of corruption, destruction of spiritual knowledge by the enemy, and moral/psychological damage that has been deeply embed by the enemy to human beings [let alone psychic attacks to meditating individuals who make it anywhere], a lot of spiritual knowledge, and especially serious spiritual knowledge, has been desecrated.

An overwhelming amount of spiritual knowledge, if not all of it, has gone through enemy hands, and has been corrupted and perverted. This happened in some cases willingly by the enemy, while in others, the enemy’s insanity covered over and explained spiritual allegories they found and had stolen in perverted ways. Judaism, after all, is nothing but a stolen amalgam of information from other Pagan Civilizations and Mystery Schools that existed all over the Pagan world.

Alchemists of the Middle Ages did their earnest [some in communication with the Gods] to preserve this spiritual knowledge, and so did many other people. However, with each successive line of generations, corruption was inevitable. The penalty of death for actual spiritual knowledge, charlatans, and many other regular shills [books of which we can find today even in Amazon, for example] have done it their life's purpose to merely misguide other individuals because they themselves feel like "Gurus" while they do it. This has created a disaster in regards to spiritual knowledge, and is a form of desecration similar to that of the enemy, only worse.

To name one example, I recently was studying a book that claimed it had the recipe of the Magnum Opus. There are many such books online. The audacity here is on levels beyond arrogance. Extreme disinformation, which contained hebrew meditations all over the book, was in there. One would never do any Magnum Opus with this, but would only destroy their Soul, possibly beyond repair [if they were a Gentile]. If the reader was a jew, maybe they would have had some confused benefit.

Quite a bunch of jews go insane from applying corrupted knowledge that is given to them by other jews, and in particular, Rabbis. Silent warfare has been going between some jewish schools of thought who believe in secrecy of information
and others who pretend they give it all out freely, in a corrupted or unfiltered manner. One needs to look no further than Madonna and how she went insane, or how many other (even Jewish at times) celebrities completely lose their mind and/or personality by the things they are instructed to do.

One in this case has to know, keep their head low, and keep practicing. The Alchemists of the Middle Ages called the Alchemy, or the road to the Great Work, the "Depressive" art. This is because, especially in the beginning, meditation can bring out a lot of inner clutter. This can be psychologically heavy to deal with, but after the cleaning of it, one feels free and light from these issues permanently, and is no longer a carrier of these burdens. Another reason they named it that way is because, looking into this craft would possibly end in death.

Many people do not understand how far humanity has sunk because of the enemy, and how far we have come from this sinking. It really is a matter to appreciate that civilization has at least evolved past this. However, modern humans are rather ungrateful in their largest portion, and use their time in the most frivolous pursuits, letting it skip the things of awe that can be discovered in these arts.

According to some alchemists of the past, and also philosophers, not all people were destined for this path - at least in this point, and this is something I also agree with. Those who believe that all humans will "right now or pretty soon" undertake this path, will be disappointed to see that most humans are seldom interested, and this comes most of the time with a youthful soul that doesn't really understand or ascribe importance to supernal things.

A necessity here is for one to advance, and not lie to themselves and other people. It is not through lying or being worshiped that one will attain a higher level of advancement in this case, only a higher level of self deception and arrogance.

Anyhow, to dispel some confusion in regards to the Magnum Opus, there is no "singular" Magnum Opus, in the sense that, the level of advancement down this path has broadly three levels. There are levels in between but the case is to explain this with easy understanding.

In Level 1 of the Magnum Opus, one can expect the following:

- A decent connection of the soul to the body.
- Siddhis and Powers.
- In regards to body and youth, slower [but still progressing] aging.
- One will still physically die, but one will be more advanced in the union of body and soul.
- The soul at this level needs to be reincarnated to be reinstated into a body, so that it doesn't run out of energy.
- In regards to wisdom, a low but decent level may be present.

An example of this level: Gopi Krishna.

In Level 2 one can expect:

- A very good connection of soul and body.
- More Siddhis and Powers [some of which can appear miraculous to others, such as extreme ESP, premonition, etc.].
- In regards to the body and youth, very graceful aging. In the case where one grows "old", one will still have the virility and capacity of a very young person. At this point, the body can be increasingly rejuvenated by the soul to a powerful degree.
- One may physically die, but one's astral body is "Completed", also called in Pagan Cultures as: "Rainbow Body, Diamond Body, Temple of the Sun, Eternal Body," and so forth.
- The soul does not necessitate instant or forced reincarnation, and can very well exist "individually". One can still reincarnate and rebuild to this level easily.
- At the far end of this level, one can be astrally "Immortal" or have attained "Second Life". One, even if killed or they die physically due to old age, accident or other factor, they maintain perfect existence and full faculty in the Astral Realm.
- On very far levels of attainment, reincarnation is not only not forced, but also possible to happen "at will".

Examples: Francis Bacon.

In Level 3 one can expect:

- An "almost total" connection of soul and body.
- Extensive, or extreme Siddhis or Powers. [Miraculous powers].
- One may regularly age but one can stop aging, and if achieved after one is of physical age, reversing their physical age is possible. Physical immortality long story short, or extensive capacity to keep the body alive and reverse the aging clock. All of this is possible.
- Despite if one will die, one will certainly exist in the "Rainbow Body". Destroying said individuals is close to an impossibility as far as spiritual means go.
- Reincarnation can still occur, and in some cases of far advancement, at will. There were Yogis in the East who instantly reincarnated themselves in another fetus, on will, or who can die at will.
- Extensive wisdom and knowledge of miraculous proportions.
- On the higher levels, manifestation or de-manifestation of the body may occur, and other "phenomenal" or "unbelievable" events.

Examples: Adolf Hitler, Hindu Legendary Yogis, Asclepius, some of our Gods like Asmodeus who finished the Magnum Opus when the Gods were present on Earth [many thousands of years ago], etc.

These will probably clear misinformation so further knowledge can be based on understanding these precepts. Of course, there is not a necessity to see this in "Three Levels"; one can also see this as a linear line towards advancing. However, I made this broad categorization to help in understanding the difference between these levels. As far as I can see, these levels can readily be seen for what they represent, and as clear "Checkpoints" in the soul's way to the Great Work of the Philosophers.
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